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The performances of ghost imaging and conventional imaging in photon shot noise cases are investigated. We
define an imaging signal-to-noise ratio called SNRtran where only the object’s transmission region is used to evalu-
ate the imaging quality and it can be applied to ghost imaging (GI) with any random pattern. Both the values
SNRtran

GI of GI and SNRtran
CI of conventional imaging in photon shot noise cases are deduced from a simple stat-

istical analysis. The analytical results, which are backed up by numerical simulations, demonstrate that the
value SNRtran

GI is related to the ratio between the object’s transmission areaAo and the number density of photons
illuminating the object plane Io, which is similar to the theoretical results based on the first principle of GI with a
Gaussian speckle field deduced by B. I. Erkmen and J. H. Shapiro [in Adv. Opt. Photonics 2, 405–450 (2010)]. In
addition, we also show that the value SNRtran

CI will be larger than SNRtran
GI when Ao is beyond a threshold value.
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Ghost imaging (GI), as a nonlocal imaging method, can
image an unknown object with a single-pixel detector
at the object path[1–6]. In the most recent two decades, GI
has been receiving increasing interest and lots of achieve-
ments have been made, especially in the fields of re-
mote sensing[7–9], X-ray microscopy[10,11], three-dimensional
imaging[12,13], and super-resolution imaging[14–16]. The fea-
sibility of GI has also been experimentally demon-
strated[7–20] from X-rays to microwave sources. However,
there is still a long way to go for the practical application
of GI, because some issues like imaging speed and moving
target imaging without the prior knowledge of motion fea-
ture have not been solved and some physical mechanisms
have not been clarified up to now. For example, for con-
ventional imaging (CI), the imaging signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is the same as the detection SNR. However, when
the intensity of light illuminating the object plane is the
same, the detection SNR of GI increases with the object’s
transmission area because all the photons transmitted
from the object illuminate the same single-pixel detector,
but the imaging SNR of GI is reduced and is also related to
the property of random coded patterns illuminating the
object[5,21–23], which is entirely different from CI. It is natu-
ral to ask what the quantitative relationship between the
detection SNR and the imaging SNR of GI is. Although
Erkmen and Shapiro have done some theoretical analysis
on factors affecting the imaging SNR of GI, it was only
applied to the random coded patterns with the Gaussian
statistical property and the computation of the imaging
SNR is relative complicated[22]. Can we propose a new im-
aging SNR for GI that is used for any random patterns
with different statistical properties and is easy to com-
pute? For another example, the photon shot noise, which

is the main factor affecting the imaging SNR of CI, will
cause the detection signal’s intensity fluctuation, and thus
it also affects the imaging SNR of GI due to the object’s
information extraction that originates from the intensity
fluctuation correlation of light fields for GI. It is natural to
ask what conditions should be satisfied if GI is better than
CI in photon shot noise cases. In this Letter, we propose
an imaging SNR called SNRtran to evaluate the imaging
quality of both GI and CI. Based on the deduced SNRtran,
the influences of some parameters like the photon shot
noise, the object’s transmission area, and the number
density of photons illuminating the object plane on the
imaging quality of GI are clarified, and the performance
differences between CI and GI are also discussed by theo-
retical analysis and numerical simulations.

Figure 1(a) presents a typical schematic of computa-
tional GI. The light emitted from a pulsed laser uniformly
illuminates a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) and a
series of random coded patterns are prebuilt by modulat-
ing the mirrors of the DMD. Then the patterns reflected
by the DMD are imaged onto an object by an optical im-
aging system with the focal length f t , and the photons
transmitted through the object are imaged onto a bucket
detectorDt by using another conventional imaging system
with the focal length f r . In comparison with Fig. 1(a), a
conventional imaging setup is shown in Fig. 1(b), where
the DMD and the bucket detector Dt are replaced by a
reflection mirror and a CCD camera, respectively.

In the framework of computational GI, the object’s im-
age OGI can be reconstructed by computing the intensity
correlation between the pattern’s intensity I srðx; yÞ modu-
lated by the DMD and the total intensity I sB recorded by
the bucket detector Dt

[6],
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OGIðx; yÞ ¼
1
K

XK
s¼1

½I srðx; yÞ− hI srðx; yÞi�I sB

¼ 1
K

XK
s¼1

ΔI srðx; yÞI sB; (1)

where s denotes the sth measurement and K is the
total measurement number. In addition, hI srðx; yÞi ¼
1
K

PK
s¼1 I

s
rðx; yÞ represents the ensemble average of

I srðx; yÞ, and ΔI srðx; yÞ ¼ I srðx; yÞ− hI srðx; yÞi is the inten-
sity fluctuation of I srðx; yÞ.
When the numerical aperture of the lens with a focal

length f r shown in Fig. 1(a) is large enough, and consid-
ering the photon shot noise of the detection system, the
total intensity I sB can be expressed as

I sB ¼ I ssignal þ I snoise; ∀s ¼ 1; 2; ...;K ; (2)

where I snoise ¼
RR

dxdyI srðx; yÞOðx; yÞ and Oðx; yÞ is the
object’s transmission function. In addition, I snoise ¼
PoissonðI ssignalÞ− I ssignal and PoissonðI ssignalÞ represents the
Poisson distribution with the mean value I ssignal.
For the setup of GI displayed in Fig. 1(a), the bucket

detector Dt collects all the photons transmitted through
the object. If only considering the photon shot noise of
the detection system, the detection signal-to-noise ratio
(DSNR) of GI can be represented as

DSNRGI ¼ 10× log10

� hI ssignali
stdðI snoiseÞ

�
≈ 10× log10

� ����������������
hI ssignali

q �

¼ 10× log10
� �����������

I oAo

p �
; (3)

where I o ¼ hI srðx0; y0Þi is the average number
density of photons illuminating the object plane, the quan-
tum efficiency of the detector is assumed to be 1, andAo ¼RR

dxdyOðx; yÞ is the transmission area of the object.
In addition, hI ssignali ¼ I o

RR
dxdyOðx; yÞ ¼ I oAo and

stdðI snoiseÞ¼
��������������������������������������������������
1
K

PK
s¼1ðI snoise−hI snoiseiÞ2

q
¼

����������������������������������
1
K

PK
s¼1ðδI snoiseÞ2

q
denotes the standard deviation of the noise vector I snoise.
From Eq. (3), it is obviously observed that the value
DSNRGI of GI depends on the number density of photons
illuminating the object plane I o and the object’s transmis-
sion area Ao.

When the measurement number K is large enough or
the patterns ΔI srðx; yÞ conform to an orthogonal statistical
distribution [namely the inner product of any two speckles
ΔI srðx; yÞ is zero and the mean value of ΔI srðx; yÞ is also
zero], Eq. (1) can be simplified as

OGIðx;yÞ

¼ 1
K

XK
s¼1

ΔI srðx;yÞðI ssignalþ I snoiseÞ

¼ 1
K

XK
s¼1

ΔI srðx;yÞΔI ssignalþ
1
K

XK
s¼1

I srðx;yÞΔI snoise

¼ I 2o

�
Oðx;yÞ⊗ μðx;yÞþAo

K

XK
s¼1

I srðx;yÞ
I o

stdðI snoiseÞ
hI ssignali

f s
�

≈ I 2o

�
Oðx;yÞ⊗ μðx;yÞþ

������
Ao

p
K

�����
I o

p
XK
s¼1

I srðx;yÞ
I o

f s
�

¼ I 2o

�
Oðx;yÞ⊗ μðx;yÞþ

������
Ao

p
�����
I o

p Nðx;yÞ
�
; (4)

where μðx; yÞ ¼ hΔI sr ðx;yÞΔI ssignali
hI sr ðx;yÞihI ssignali denotes the coherence func-

tion of the two signals and⊗ denotes the convolution sym-
bol. f s ¼ δI snoise∕stdðI snoiseÞ is approximately a noise vector
with the mean value 0 and the standard deviation value 1,

and Nðx; yÞ ¼ 1
K

PK
s¼1

I sr ðx;yÞ
I o

f s. From Eq. (4), it is clearly

seen that the first term of Eq. (4) corresponds to the ob-
ject’s image and the spatial resolution of GI is determined
by the function μðx; yÞ. The second term of Eq. (4) repre-
sents a random noise image, which will cause a degrada-
tion of GI quality. In addition, because the amplitude of

the noise image is
�����
Ao

p ����
I o

p , the imaging SNR of GI will de-

crease as the object’s transmission area Ao is increased,
and increase with the photon number density I o when
only the photon shot noise of the detection system is con-
sidered, which is similar to the theoretical results of GI
with a Gaussian speckle field[22].

The imaging SNR of the object’s transmission region
SNRtran

GI for GI can be defined as

SNRtran
GI ¼ 10 × log10

�
Ōtran

GI

δðOtran
GI Þ

�
; (5)

Fig. 1. Typical schematics of (a) computational GI and (b) CI
via laser illumination.
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where δðOtran
GI Þ ¼

����������������������������������������������������������������������������
1

NxNy

PNx
x

PNy
y ½Otran

GI ðx; yÞ− Ōtran
GI �2

q

and Ōtran
GI ¼ 1

NxNy

PNx
x

PNy
y Otran

GI ðx; yÞ are the standard

deviation and mean value of the reconstructed object’s
transmission region in the spatial domain, respectively.
Conventional imaging is based on the point-to-point in-

formation extraction mode, and thus the imaging SNR is
also equal to the system’s DSNR. In comparison with GI,
for the schematic shown in Fig. 1(b), if only the photon
shot noise of the detection system is considered, then
the imaging SNR of the object’s transmission region
SNRtran

CI can be expressed as

DSNRCI ¼ SNRtran
CI ¼ 10 × log10ð

��������������
I photon

p Þ; (6)

where I photon is the photon number received by the CCD
camera at each pixel. In addition, Eq. (6) suggests that
both DSNRCI and SNRtran

CI of CI increase with
��������������
I photon

p
.

To verify the analytical results, the parameters of the
numerical simulation based on the schematic of Fig. 1
are set as follows: the wavelength of the laser is 532 nm
and the transverse size of the laser beam illuminating
the DMD is 10 mm by a conventional imaging system with
the magnification 4×. The modulated area of the DMD is
64 × 64 pixels and the speckle’s transverse size is set as
54.6 μm. The speckles modulated by the DMD are Hada-
mard patterns and the measurement number K ¼ 4096,
and thus the average number density of photons illuminat-
ing the DMD or the reflecting mirror is I 0 ¼ I photon ¼ 2I o
for the demonstration of the performance comparison
between CI and GI. In addition, zt1 ¼ zt2 ¼ zr1 ¼ zr2 ¼
200 mm, f t ¼ f r ¼ 100 mm, and the transmission aper-
tures of both the lenses f t and f r are 25 mm. For the image
reconstruction ofGI,we have used the intensity fluctuation
correlation reconstruction algorithm[24]. When the object’s
transmission area is Ao ¼ 20 × 20 pixels2, Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b) illustrate the relationship between the value
DSNR∕SNRtran and I 0 for both CI and GI. The imaging
results of both CI and GI are shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(f) when
the number density of photons illuminating the DMD is
I 0 ¼ 1; 10; 100, and 1000 photons∕pixels2, respectively. If
I 0 is fixed at 40 photons∕pixels2, the DSNR and SNRtran

on the object’s transmission area Ao are shown in Fig. 3.
From Figs. 2 and 3, it is obviously observed that for CI
the values of both DSNRCI and SNRtran

CI increase with�����
I 0

p
and do not depend on Ao, whereas the value

DSNRGI is proportional to
�����������
I oAo

p
for GI. What is more,

the value of SNRtran
GI increases with

�����
I o

p
but is reduced

with the increase of
������
Ao

p
. Such simulation results displayed

in Figs. 2 and 3 agree with the theoretical prediction de-
scribed by Eqs. (3)–(6). In addition, the results shown in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(f) also suggest that the imaging quality
of CI will be better than that of GI when the object’s trans-
mission area Ao is beyond a threshold value Athreshold

o

[for example, Athreshold
o ¼ 2000 pixels2 in Fig. 3(b)].

In order to further clarify the performance differences
between CI and GI, Fig. 4 presents SNRtran

GI and

GI

CI
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Fig. 2. Simulated results of CI and GI at different I 0 when the
object’s transmission area Ao ¼ 20 × 20 pixels2 is fixed. (a) The
relationship between the DSNR of CI/GI and the number den-
sity of photons illuminating the DMD or the reflection mirror I 0
(I 0 ¼ 2I o); (b) the dependence of the SNRtran of CI/GI on I 0;
(c)–(f) the imaging results of CI and GI when I 0 ¼ 1, 3, 10,
and 30 photons∕pixels2, respectively. The areas shown by the
pink dashed box in (c)–(f) correspond to the object’s transmis-
sion region achieved by CI and GI.
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Fig. 3. Simulated results of CI and GI at different Ao in the case
of I 0 ¼ 40 photons∕pixels2. (a) The relationship between the
DSNR of CI/GI and the object’s transmission area Ao;
(b) the dependence of the SNRtran of CI/GI on Ao; (c)–(f)
the imaging results of CI and GI when Ao ¼ 100, 400, 1600,
and 3600 pixels2, respectively. The areas labeled by the pink
dashed box in (c)–(f) correspond to the object’s transmission
region achieved by CI and GI.
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SNRtran
CI for different I 0 andAo. From Fig. 4, we find that if

Ao > Athreshold
o ¼ 2000 pixels2, the value SNRtran

CI will be
always greater than that of GI and the influence of the
photon number density I 0 on SNRtran

CI and SNRtran
GI is

displayed in Fig. 5 when Ao ¼ 2000 pixels2 is fixed. It is
clearly seen that if Ao ¼ Athreshold

o , both the imaging qual-
ity [see Figs. 5(c)–5(g)] and SNRtran [see Fig. 5(b)] of CI
and GI are equivalent for the same I 0. Furthermore, as
shown in Fig. 6, for the diagonal value of SNRtran of GI
[see Figs. 4 and 6(a)], the value of SNRtran

GI is also the same
if Ao

I o
maintains a constant value, which can be explained by

Eq. (4) and means that imaging an object with a large
transmission area needs a much higher DSNRGI compared
with imaging an object with a small transmission area [see
Eq. (4)]. Therefore, in order to obtain the same SNRtran

GI for
two objects with the transmission areas A1 and A2, based
on Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the DSNRGI should satisfy
DSNRA1

∕DSNRA2
¼ ���������������

A1∕A2

p
. In addition, although we

have used Hadamard patterns to illuminate the object
for GI, Eq. (4) is universal and the results described above
can be applied to GI with any random pattern.

In conclusion, the defined SNRtran is valid to evaluate
the imaging quality of both GI and CI for a transmission
object. Both the analytical and simulated results have
shown that for CI the value DSNRCI, which is the same
as SNRtran

CI , increases with
�����
I 0

p
and does not depend on

Ao, whereas the DSNRGI is proportional to
�����������
I oAo

p
for

GI. What is more, the SNRtran
GI will be enhanced as I o is

increased but reduced with the increase of Ao. In addition,
we can obtain the same SNRtran

GI when Ao
I o

maintains a con-
stant value, and SNRtran

CI will be larger than SNRtran
GI when

Ao is beyond a threshold value. Such results are helpful
for the solution selection of GI and CI in practical
applications.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of SNRtran for CI and GI for
different I 0 and Ao.

Fig. 5. The dependence of CI and GI on SNRtran for different I 0
when the threshold value Athreshold

o is chosen as 2000 pixels2.
(a) The projection diagram of SNRtran based on Fig. 4;
(b) the curves of SNRtran − I 0 for CI and GI corresponding to the
pink dash-dotted line of (a); (c)–(g) the imaging results of CI
and GI when I 0 ¼ 10, 100, 200, 280, and 360 photons∕pixels2,
respectively. The areas labeled by the pink dashed box in
(c)–(g) correspond to the object’s transmission region achieved
by CI and GI.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of SNRtran for CI and GI for dif-
ferent I 0 and Ao, which correspond to the diagonal value of
SNRtran in Fig. 4. (a) The projection diagram of SNRtran based
on Fig. 4; (b) the SNRtran of CI and GI in the case of Ao

I 0
¼ 10,

corresponding to the pink dash-dotted line of (a); (c)–(g) the
imaging results of CI and GI when I 0 ¼ 10 photons∕pixels2
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and I 0 ¼ 360 photons∕pixels2 and Ao ¼ 60 × 60 pixels2, respec-
tively. The areas labeled by the pink dashed box in (c)–(g) cor-
respond to the object’s transmission region achieved by CI
and GI.
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